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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify
before this distinguished Subcommittee, and to give my strong sup-
port to the movement to lower the voting age to 18..

I believe the time has come to lower the voting age in the
United States, and thereby to bring American youth into the main-
stream of our political process. To me, this is the most important
single principle we can pursue as a nation if we are to succeed in
bringing our youth into full and lasting participation in our in-
stitutions of democratic government.

In recent years, a large number of Senators -- now totalling
73, I believe -- have expressed their support for Federal action to
lower the voting age. In particular, I commend Senator Jennings
Randolph, Senator Mike Mansfield, and Senator Birch Bayh for their
extraordinary success in bringing this issue to the forefront among
our contemporary national priorities. For nearly three decades,
Senator Randolph has taken the lead in the movement to extend the
franchise to our youth. For many years, Senator Mansfield, the dis-
tinguished majority leader in the Senate, has been one of the most
eloquent advocates of reform in this area. Senator Payh's extensive
hearings in 1968, at which Senator Mansfield was the lead-off wit-
ness, helped generate strong and far-reaching support for the move-
ment to lower the voting age, and his current hearings are giving the
issue even greater momentum. The prospect of success is great, and
I hope that we can move forward to accomplish our goal.

In my testimony today, there are three general areas I would
like to discuss. The first deals with what I believe are the strong
policy arguments in favor of lowering the voting age to 18. The
second deals with my view that it is appropriate for Congress to
achieve its goal by statute, rather than follow the route of Consti-
tutional amendment. The third deals with the constitutional power
of Congress to act by statute in this area.

I. THE MINUMUM VOTING AGE IN THE UNITED STATES SHOULD BE LO-
WERED TO 18. T

Members of the Senate are well aware of the many substantial
_ considerations supporting the proposal to lower the voting age to 18

in the United States, .nd L shall do no more than summarize them
briefly here.

First, our young people today are far better equipped -- intel-
lectually, physically, and emotionally -- to make the type of choices
involved in voting than were past generations of youth. Many experts
believe that today's 18 year-old is at least the equal, physically
and mentally, of a 21 year-old of his father's generation, or a 25
year-old of his grandfather's generation.

The contrast is clear in the case of education. Because of the
enormous impact of modern communications, especially television, our
youth are extremely well informed on all thle crucial issues of our
time, foreign and domestic, national and local, urban and rural.

Today's 18 year-olds, for example, have unparallelrpd opportu-
nities for education at the high school level. Our 19 and 20 year-
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olds have significant university experience, in addition to their
high school training. Indeed, in many cases, 18 to 21 year-olds
already possess a better education than a 1lrge proportion of adults
among our general electorate. And, they also possess a far better
education than the vast majority of the electorate in all previous
periods of our history. The statistics are dramatic:

-- In 1920, just fifty years ago, only 17% of Amerizans between
the ages of 18 and 21 were high school graduates. Only 8% went on
to college.

--Today, by contrast 79% of Americans in this age group are
high school graduates. 47% go on to college.

--Even these figures, however, lo not measure the enormous
increase in the quality of education that has taken plane in recent
years, especially since World War II. We speak of the Generation
gap, the gap between the new politics and the old politLcs, but no-
where is the gap more clear'; than the gap we see as parents between
our own education and the education of our children.

Only last week, we read that the winner of the annual Westing-
house high school science talent search was the son of a Pennsylvania
pipefitter. His parents never went to college, and the prize he
received was for the study of the interactions between two colliding
beams of high-energy protons.

Equally significant, it is clear that the increased education
of our youth is not measured merely by the quantitative amount of
knowledge instiled. It is measured also by a corresponding increase
in the priceless quality of judgment. Our 18 year-olds today are
a great deal more mature and more sophisticated than former genera-
tions at the same stage of development. Their role in issues like
civil rights, Vietnam and the environment is as current as.today's
headlines. Through their active social involvement and their par-
ticipation in programs like the Peace Corps and Vista, our youth
have taken the lead on many important questions at home and overseas.
In hundreds of respects, they have set a far-reaching example of in-
sight and commitment for us to emulate.

Second, by lowering the voting age to 18, we will encourage
civic responsibility at an earlier age, and thereby promote lasting
social involvement and political participation for our youth.

We know that there is already a high incidence of political
activity today on campuses and among young people generally, even
though they do not have the franchise. None of us who has visited
a high school or college in recent years can fail to be impressed
by their knowledge and dedication. By granting them the right to
vote, wie will demonstrate our recognition of their ability and our
faith in their capacity for future growth within our political sys-
tem.

In spite of the progress we have made in recent years, there
can be no question that we must do more to improve the political
participation of our youth, especially our young adults.

Studies of voting behavior in recent elections have consistent-
ly shown that persons under 30 vote less often than those who are
older. In 1963, President Kennedy's Commission on Registration and
Voting Participation expressed its deep concern over the low voting
participation in the 21-30 year-old age bracket. It attributed this
low participation to the fact that:

"by the time they have turned 21...many young people
are so far removed from the stimulation of the edu-
cational process that their interest in public affairs
has waned. Some may be lost as voters for the rest
of their lives."

I believe that both the exercise of the franchise and the ex-
pectation of the franchise provide a strong incentive for greater
poliJ;ic:al involvement and. understanding. By lowering the minimum
voting age I;o 18, we will encourage political activity not only in
the 1.8 to 21 year-old age group, but also in the pre-18 year-old

:i.oup and the posL-21 year-old group as well. By lowering the voting
oae therefore, we will extend the franchise both downward and up-
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ward. We will enlarge the meaning of participatory democracy in our
society. We will give our youth a new arena for their idealism,activism,
and energy.

I do not agree with the basic objection raised by some that the
recent participation of students in violent demonstrations shows that

~ they lack the responsibility for mature exercise of the franchise. Those
who have engaged in such demonstrations pepresent only a small percent
of our students. It would be extremely unfair to penalize the vast
majority of all students because of the reckless conduct of the few.

In recent years, there has been perhaps no more eambattled institu-
tion of leajf-ing than San Francisco State University. Yet, as the
president of the university, S.I. Hayakawa, eloquently testified in
these hearings last month, no more than 1,000 of the 18,000 students
on his campus--or about 5%-- participated in the distubbances. And,
of those arrested~by the police, more than half were over 21, the
present voting age in the State.

Obviously, the maturity of 18 to 21 year-olds varies from person
to person, just as it varies for all age groups in our population.
However, on the basis of our broad experience with 18 to 21 year-oldo.
as a class, I believe they possess the requisite maturity,judgment,
and stability for responsible exercise of the franchise. They deserve
the right to vote and the stake in society it represents.

Third, 18 year-olds already have many rights and responsibilities
as_ in our society comparable to voting. It does not automatically follow

w of course-- simply because an 18 year-Old goes to war, or works, or
marries, or makes a contract, or pays taxes, or drives a car, or owns
a gun, or is held criminally responsible, like an adult--that he :
should thereby be entitled to vote. Each right or responsibility in
our society presents unique questions dependent on the particular
issue at stake.

Nonetheless, the examples I have cited demonstrate that in may
important respects and for-many years, we have conferred far-reaching
rights on our youth, comparable in substance and remp onsibility to
the right to vote. Can we really maintair, that it is fair to grant
them all these rights, and yet withhold the right that matters most,
the right to participate in choosing the governmlent under which they '
live?

The well-known proposition--"old enough to fight, old enough to
vote"--deserves special mention.To me, this part of the argument for
granting the vote to 18 year-olds has great appeal. At the very least,
the opportunity to vote should be granted in recognition of the risks
an 18 year-old is obliged to assume when he is sent off to fight and

,,_ g perhaps die for his country. About 30%.of our forces in Vietnam are
under 21. Over 19,000, or almost half, of those who have died inOro" action there were under 21.Can we really maintain that these young
men did not deserve the right to vote?

Long ago, according to historians, the age of maturity was fixed
* at 21 because that was the age at which a young man was thought to be

capable of bearing armor. Stra-gre as it may seem, the weight of armor
in the 11th century governs the right to vote of Americans in the 20th
century. The medieval justification has an especially bitter relevance
today, when millions of our 18 year-olds are compelled to bear arms
as soldiers, and thousand are dead in Vietnam.

To be sure, as many criticshave pointed out, the abilities required
for good soldiers are not the same abilities required for good voters.
Nevertheless, I believe that we can accept the logic of the argument
without making it dispositive.AAsociety that imposes the extraordinary
burden of war and death on its youth should also grant the benefit of
full citizenship and representation, especially in sensitive and
basic areas like the right to vote.

TI the course of the recent hearings I conducted on the draft, I. was (c(Cr r:i.yionVessed by the conviction and insight that our young
_ citi.:.eU dIcwnstrated in their constuctive criticism of our present
draft; l.wo. 'iThre are many issues in the 91st Congress and in our
socicty at large with comparable relevance and impact on the rtion' 5
xrc;utfi. They hlve the capacity to counsel us wisely, and they should
bLheard1 at the polls.
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